Since 1938

Pacific Northwest Christmas greens are fresh and
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fragrant throughout the holiday season. Combine
wreaths and garlands to decorate your living space.

1.800.421.4791
Mixed Wreath

W300 Series
Fresh Noble Fir accented with Incense
Cedar, Blue Berried Juniper and
Ponderosa Pine cones.
Sizes 20” to 72” outside diameter.
Several packaging options.

Juniper Wreath

W800 Series
Silvery blue berries highlighted against
a luxurious Noble Fir background.
Sizes 20” to 28” outside diameter.
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Noble Wreath

W100 Series
Lush Noble Fir with an attractive blue cast and
fresh evergreen fragrance. Sizes 20” to 72”
outside diameter. Several packaging options.

Silver Wreath

W200 Series
Dark green needles with a silver underside
ideal for holiday decor.
Sizes 20” to 28” outside diameter.

© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.
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Season of Elegance
Berry Christmas Wreath

ZW24002
Vibrant red berries accented with
Blue Berried Juniper on a fresh
Noble Fir base brightens your
holiday decor. Available in 24”
outside diameter.

Yuletide Hanging Basket

1.800.421.4791

D158
The 10” basket was fabricated with
Christmas tree silhouettes. Arranged within
the festive red liner is a bountiful mix of
fresh Noble Fir, Port Orford Cedar and
Oregonia. A touch of red berries and white
painted pine cones make this basket a
beautiful outdoor holiday feature.

Countryside Wreath

ZW24005
Designed to bring the country
into your home, this Noble Fir
wreath includes fresh Salal,
Incense Cedar, Huckleberry,
red apples, berries, and
Ponderosa Pine cones.
Available in 24” outside
diameter.
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Cinnamon Spice Wreath

ZW24011
Noble Fir, Western Red Cedar and variegated
Oregonia, spiced up with bundles of cinnamon
sticks, crimson berries and clusters of Lodgepole
cones makes this wreath a tasteful choice for the
holiday season. Available in 24” outside diameter.

Candle Ring
Vintage Lantern Wreath

ZW24013
A beautiful classic wreath made with Noble Fir and Red
Cedar, with a charming red metal lantern ornament
illuminated with an LED tea light. Accenting this piece is a
handmade Tartan Bow, clusters of red berries and Ponderosa
Pine cones. Available in 24” Outside diameter.

Eucalyptus and
Berry Wreath

ZW24012
The attractive Seeded Eucalyptus contributes an
abundance of texture and flare to this festive 24”
Noble Fir wreath. Tallow Berries combined with the
deep red berry clusters add a beautiful contrasting
accent. Pine cones provide the finishing touch to
this lovely holiday piece.

© Hiawatha Inc.

*Ribbon patterns may vary year to year.

Wooden Sled Swag

D169
Create a winter wonderland with this charming classic sled
replica, carrying a fresh bundle of winter greens. It even
comes with a sleigh bell and pair of woven mittens. May be
hung or displayed as a centerpiece. Approximately 16” long
x 6.25” wide.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

D107
Ideal as a holiday centerpiece,
this Noble Fir, Blue Berried Juniper
and Lodgepole Pine cone mini
wreath is available in 12” outside
diameter.

The Hiawatha Corporation
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Deluxe Noble Cross

D157
A deluxe version of our traditional Noble Fir
cross is complemented with fresh Blue Berried
Juniper, Incense Cedar and pine cone cluster.
Approximately 20” wide by 26” in length.

Small Orb

D147
Creative in design, our Orbs are
made from the finest Christmas
greens of the Pacific Northwest
accented with a woodsy Lodgepole
cone cluster. Hang these in your
home and let the conversations
begin. Approximately 12” tall.

Noble Arch

D109
Our Noble Fir Arch
beautifully combines
design and fragrance
using Noble Fir, Incense
Cedar, Blue Berried
Juniper and pine cone
clusters. Approximately
38” long by 14” high.

Large Orb (not pictured)

D148 This Orb has a 4” wired frame
base so you can add a potted or silk
plant creating a unique finished piece
with your own personal touch. It has
the same abundant greens as the
Small Orb. Approximately 14” tall.

Kissing Ball

D135
This Kissing Ball is a bundle of
fresh Noble Fir, Western Red
Cedar, festive red berries and pine
cones topped with a red ribbon
(included). It is approximately
8” in diameter.

Noble Fir Cross

Mantel Garland

G04MGC
Our 4’ Mantel Garland is a festive
blend of Noble Fir, Blue Berried
Juniper, Incense Cedar and
Ponderosa Pine cones.

D103
The traditional Christmas
cross is available in beautiful,
long lasting Noble Fir.
Approximately 20” wide by
26” in length.

Candy Cane

D108
This beautiful plush Noble Fir
Candy Cane comes full of holiday
spirit and ready to decorate.
Approximately 26” in length.

Sleeved Green Holly

H16G – 5 Stems/16 per case

Sleeved Variegated Holly
H16V – 5 Stems/16 per case

Sleeved Assorted Holly

H16A – 5 Stems/16 per case

© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

Green Holly

H05G – 5 lb.
H105G – 10 lb.
H105GGW – 10 lb. Gross Weight

Variegated Holly

H05V – 5 lb.
H10V – 10 lb.
H10VGW – 10 lb. Gross Weight
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Traditional Door Swag

Square Wreath

D113
Our Traditional Door Swag
complements our Deluxe
Diamond Swag. This attractive
Noble Fir Swag is a combination
of Western Red Cedar, Princess
Pine and Ponderosa Pine cones.
Approximately 26” in length.

WS302C
Uniquely designed, this Noble Fir
Square Wreath is accented with
Blue Berried Juniper, Incense
Cedar and Ponderosa Pine
cones. Available in 24” outside
diameter.

Deluxe Diamond
Door Swag

D102
Fresh Noble Fir, Princess
Pine, Western Red Cedar
and a cluster of Ponderosa
Pine cones form a diamond
shape which sets it apart
from the traditional door swag.
Approximately 26” in length.

Mixed Bunch

D101
Always a favorite, this is a beautiful
assortment of Noble Fir, Princess Pine,
Blue Berried Juniper and Incense Cedar.
Approximately 18” to 22” in length.

Tree Wreath

Small Noble Wreath

W110
This small, aromatic Noble
Fir Wreath is long lasting, and
luxuriously enhanced with
Lodgepole cones. 16” outside
diameter.

D150
Our unique
Tree Wreath is
made of fresh
aromatic Noble
Fir, Western Red
Cedar, Lodgepole
cone clusters
and a wood
bundle tree trunk.
Approximately 28”
in length.

Evergreen Bouquet

D119
A ready to go consumer bunch of festive Port Orford
Cedar, Princess Pine, Douglas Fir and Western Green
Bear Grass. Approximately 22” in length.

Assorted Cones

D118
An assorted consumer bag of cones include
1 Jeffrey, 2 Sugar, 3 Ponderosa and 6
Lodgepole Cones. Clear bags
are 12” x 12” with header for
hanging. Six bags per case.

Door Charm

Noble
Door Greeter

D121
Fragrant Noble Fir, Blue
Berried Juniper and Western
Red Cedar are combined with a painted
Lodgepole cone cluster and a sparkly red
ribbon. Approximately 18” in length.
© Hiawatha Inc.

D105
This fresh Noble Fir Door Charm, has Incense Cedar, Blue Berried
Juniper, Western Red Cedar and Lodgepole Pine cones, in a linear
design. Approximately 28” in length.

Sugar Pine Cones

Ponderosa Pine Cones

Jeffery Pine Cones

Lodgepole Pine Cones

D106 – 9” to 12”, 20 per case

D111 – 6” to 8”, 50 per case

D104 – 3” to 6”, 150 per case

D112 – 1” to 3”, 100 per bag, 10 bags per case

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.
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Holly
Centerpiece

D141
A beautiful satin golden bowl is filled with
fresh Noble Fir, Western Red Cedar, faux
variegated holly and berries.

Coal Bucket Centerpiece

D179
Enjoy this replica of a vintage bronze coal bucket and
black shovel. It’s overflowing with a bountiful array of
Noble Fir and Western Red Cedar. Complementing this
delightful arrangement are red berries, a gold pine cone
and plaid bow. Approximately 10”W x 16” L x 10” T.

1111

Christmas Tree

D127
Red berry clusters and
white painted pine cones
decorate our fresh Noble
Fir Christmas Tree
centerpiece, emitting
fragrance throughout
the holiday
season.
Approximately
14” tall.

Sleigh
Arrangement

D131
Our attractive Sleigh is filled with Pacific Northwest Noble
Fir, Western Red Cedar, Blue Berried Juniper, Pine cones,
red berries and finished with a festive, tartan plaid bow.
© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

*Ribbon patterns may vary year to year.
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Santa Sack Arrangement

D178
Celebrate the holidays with the aromatic
fragrance of the outdoors. This adorable
little sack is packed with Princess Pine,
Douglas Fir and Western Red Cedar.
Accompanying this piece is a Santa
figurine, a white pine cone and red
berries. Approximately 10” W x 12” H.

Eucalyptus and Berry Centerpiece
D171
This woodsy centerpiece mixes an appealing blend of Noble Fir
and Seeded Eucalyptus. It’s perfectly nestled in a rustic 6” round
Birch Bark pot. Complimenting the greens are pine cones, white
Tallow Berries, deep red berries and a red taper candle to finish
out this delightful arrangement.

1313

Winter Whimsies Centerpiece Assortment

D174
Delight in the whimsical makeup of this versatile collection
featuring Frosty the Snowman, the Nutcracker and of
course Santa. The clever design for each piece combines
Noble Fir and Cedar, red berries, white pine cones and a
2.25” mini character. Approximately 10”W x 10”H.

U.S. Mailbox Centerpiece

D173
Enjoy the versatility of this U.S. Mailbox replica,
made of weathered metal with a workable hinged
door and flag! Inside the mailbox add some treats
or even some holiday greeting cards. Noble Fir
and Cedar arranged within the container forms
the swag, dotted with red sparkle berries, a white
pine cone and completed with an attractive bow
on top. Approximately 10”W x 11”L x 7”H.
© Hiawatha Inc.

*Ribbon patterns may vary year to year.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.
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Birdhouse Centerpiece
With Cardinal

D167
A fresh array of Noble Fir, Cedar
and Pine are attractively nested
into this 6” tall wooden birdhouse,
completed with red berries, pine
cones and a 3” red cardinal.

Log Basket
Centerpiece

D114
This handcrafted Log Basket is
lined with green moss and
filled with Christmas
greens. Trimmings
include: pine cones,
blue berries and a
plaid burlap bow
which offers this
centerpiece its
warm country
charm.

Mini Sweets
Centerpiece Assortment
D170
The delightful charm of
these individual pieces will
compliment any holiday
décor. The 3.5” planters are
decorated with candy stripes or
snowflakes and filled with Noble
Fir and Cedar. Complimenting
the greens are red berries and
three whimsical clay-dough
ornaments. Assorted twelve per
case.

1515

Classic Centerpiece
D120BC
A colorful, interlocking
box beautifully holds
and displays this
abundant array of fresh
greens creating this
Classic Centerpiece. A
red tapered candle is
packaged inside the box.

© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

*Ribbon patterns may vary year to year.
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Deluxe Centerpiece
With Candle

D149
Filled with fresh Noble Fir,
Cedar and Juniper, this gold
pedestal offers an elegant
accent for any tabletop.
Includes white pine cones,
red berries and a red
candle. Approximately 10”
wide x 12”tall

Basket
Centerpiece

D123
Our warm rustic Basket Centerpiece is filled with Noble
Fir, Western Red Cedar and Princess Pine. Pine cones
and red berries are added to create a festive statement.
Approximately 10” wide x 11”tall
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Birch Log Centerpiece

D168
This delightful woodsy Birch log
design is crafted with a base of Noble
Fir, Pine and Cedar and finished with
spicy bundles of cinnamon sticks, red
berries, pine cones and a red candle.
Approximately 18” – 20” long x 10” tall.

Lantern w/LED Candle

D166
Brighten any room with our
classic red metal Candle Lantern,
cascading with Cedar and Noble Fir
artistically arranged within. Includes
a 3” LED pillar candle (battery
included). Approximately 15.5” tall.
© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.
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Garlands

Adorn your home
A

or business with the
natural beauty of
a flowing garland.
Enhance with lights and
bows to make it even
more festive.

A Douglas Fir &
Cedar Mixed

B

A mixture of Douglas Fir and
Western Red Cedar intertwine
to create this attractive and
aromatic garland.
Available in 25’ and 75’ lengths.

B Pine & Cedar Mixed

C
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Eco-Friendly Designs!

Pots are made of a biodegradable bamboo deposit and vegetable dyed
for color. Natural dried components used consist of red Canella Berries,
German Statice and pine cones. Each pot includes a removable consumer
sticker citing, “biodegradable Bamboo”.

GoGreener
Centerpiece
With Candle

GG101
A lovely array of Noble Fir and
Cedar are artistically fashioned
in a red 5” square container
with rounded corners, accented
with dried naturals and a white
paraffin free 100% natural palm
wax candle. Approximately 18”
tall with candle.

A mixture of Princess Pine
and Western Red Cedar
entwine to form a full and
fragrant balanced garland.
Available in 25’ lengths.

C Western Red Cedar

D

Fresh Western Red Cedar
brings fragrance and enjoyment
throughout the holiday season.
Available in 10’, 25’ and 75’
lengths.

D Douglas Fir

Always a favorite. Fresh
and aromatic.
Available in 75’ lengths.

E Noble Fir

E

© Hiawatha Inc.

G25N
This heavy, lush garland
is “cased individually” to
keep its freshness.
Available in 25’ lengths.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

Grab ‘N Go Table Toppers

GG102
These 3.5” pots are filled with Noble Fir, Cedar and dried
naturals. Approximately 8” tall, 12 per case assortment with
6 red, 3 pine green and 3 apple green.
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Centerpiece Display Box

Display Box

A space saving point-of- purchase display
designed to be quick and easy to assemble. Made
to hold twelve D149D Deluxe Centerpieces, twelve
D141D Holly Centerpieces or sixteen D170D Mini
Sweet Centerpieces.

An attractive and
efficient way to
merchandise your
Christmas wreaths
and garlands.
(POP) This easy to
assemble box is
printed with
care &
handling
instructions.

Bird Box Display

A great time saver for the
busy merchant. Simply cut
open this shipper display
box and it is ready for
selling. Holds twelve 20”
or 24” Wreaths.

Wood Centerpiece
Display

Three shelf, four-sided
display constructed on a half
pallet can be double stacked
for shipping. Made to hold
a variety of centerpieces.
Dimensions 24”W x 40”L x
42”H

Yuletide Hanging Basket Display
D158QR - 16 Per Rack

Space saving point-of-purchase quarter pallet
displays arrive full and ready for consumer
purchase. Dimensions are 42”x24”x47”.

8” Kissing Ball Display

A space saving point-of-purchase display.
D135QR - 45 Per Rack.

Wreath Display

Choose from the following:
W101QR 20” Noble Fir Wreath - 40 Per Rack
W102QR 24” Noble Fir Wreath - 32 Per Rack

Bin Display

W301QR 20” Mixed Wreath W/Cones - 32 Per Rack

Fresh Christmas greens ready for
purchase in this easily positioned
Point-of-Purchase wooden bin with
knock away rails for easy access.
© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

W302QR 24” Mixed Wreath W/Cones - 24 Per Rack
*Wreaths on racks may be ordered with red velvet
bows attached.
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Silver Fir

Blue Berried Juniper

B200 Series
Beautiful dark green with
a distinct cast of silver
on the underside of the
needles. 26” to 32” in
length.

B800 Series
Aromatic and decked with
delicate silvery blue berries,
an ideal natural ornamental.
Boughs available in various
pack sizes. 18” to 20” in
length.

Port Orford Cedar

Shore Pine

P020
Graceful Port Orford Cedar
offers a classic elegance in
traditional Christmas greens.
Twenty 2 pound bunches per
case. 24” to 28” in length.

Mountain
Hemlock

Incense Cedar

B500 Series
Always fresh and
fragrant, graceful
Shore Pine boughs
are available in
various packs. 20”
to 26” in length.

B604 Series
Delicate dark green foliage
grown in the high altitudes
of the mountains of the west
coast are beautiful, soft and
long lasting. Available in a
twenty five pound case. 26”
to 30” in length.

B900 Series
Prized for its bright golden
buds, wonderful aroma and lacy
foliage, Incense Cedar boughs
come in various packs. 18” to
20” in length.

Princess Pine

B700 Series
Delicate, long needled and
lacy, Princess Pine boughs
come in various packs. 24”
to 28” in length.

Douglas Fir

Noble Fir

B400 Series
A seasonal favorite, Douglas
Fir boughs are availalbe in
various packs. 18” to 22”
and 24” to 28” in length.

B100 Series
Hardy and fragrant, Noble Fir boughs are
long lasting and are the most frequently used
bough material. Various pack sizes. 26” to
32” in length.

Western
Red Cedar
Assorted Bough Varieties
B300 Series
Includes Noble Fir, Silver Fir, Juniper Berries,
Port Orford Cedar, and Princess Pine.
Available in 15 lb, 30 lb and 45 lb cases.

© Hiawatha Inc.

B600 Series
Western Red Cedar
boughs are aromatic
and long lasting.
Available in various
packs. 18” to 22” in
length.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

Coned Cedar

B603 Series
Small clustered cones
accent these cedar
boughs making a beautiful
design. Available in a
twenty five pound case.
18” to 24” in length.
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Decorate weddings and other

1.800.421.4791

special occasions with our thick
Western green garlands and table
runners. It is simple to customize
any event by adding flowers and/or
ribbons to match the occasion.

Salal Wreath

SW001
Traditional, round Salal Wreath makes
designing easy. Enjoy it’s rich simple beauty.
20” outside diameter. 12 per case.

Wedding Lantern With LED Candle

SEA008
Deep green Salal, Cedar, Huckleberry and Oregonia create a
base of rich greenery surrounding an ivory LED candle. Fine
wisps of Bear Grass accent the greens that cascade over
the base of this 17” tall forged elegant white ornate lantern.
Customize by adding flowers and/or other embellishments
for weddings and a variety of occasions. May be hung or
used as a centerpiece on a table.
Available 6 per case.

Square Salal Wreath

SS001
Thick, rich green salal leaves form this unique square
wreath. 20” outside diameter. 12 per case.

Wedding Garland / Table Runner
WG002
This Garland can be used as either a
traditional Garland or placed down the center
of a table. Four 6’ runners per case or one
25’ Garland per case.
Photo set created by Kerry Myers of Hood Canal Events, Union, WA.
©©Hiawatha
HiawathaInc.
Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.
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Oregonia

Western Greens Bouquet

Approximate length of 28” it is
packaged as a 20 bunch case,
or 10 bunch case.

SB001
For an attractive bouquet, just add flowers
to this rich mixture of fresh western greens.
Each bouquet comes placed in plastic clear
sleeves with UPC. Greens varieties vary
throughout the year. Available 20 per case.

Western Greens
Basket Centerpiece
Red Huck Heart

RH001
Heart shaped wreath made
with wild Red Huckleberry. Add
value with flowers for most
any occasion. Available in 20”
width. 12 per case.

SEA005
Enjoy the versatility of this
basket filled with fresh salal
and huckleberry. Add flowers,
ribbon, and/or decorations
to easily modify this classic,
traditional look. Available 6
per case.

Sweet
Huckleberry
(Deciduous Huck)

This variety of Huckleberry
is light and airy and is
packaged 10 bunches
per case. Approximately
26”–28” in length.

White Heather

Ten bunches per case
with approximate length
of 26”–28”.

Curly Willow

Available in three sizes; Long
6’–8’ in length, Medium 4’–6’ in
length and Tips approximately
3’ in length.

© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

Rush (Equsetum,
Horsetail, Joint Grass)

Approximate length is 32”–34”

Bear Grass

Forty bunches per case
approximately 29”–36”
in length.
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Mahonia
(Oregon Grape)

Long Salal
(Lemon Leaf )

Thirty bunches per case
with approximate length
of 16”–18”

Approximately
26”–28” in length
and packed 10 or
20 bunches per
case.

Western greens are picked fresh in the

Pacific Northwest and maintained in
constant controlled temperatures in our
over 70,000 square feet of cooler facilities.

Laurel
(English Laurel)

Ten bunches per case
with approximate length
of 26”–28”

Salal Bouquet Tips
Approximately 8”–10” in
length and packed 25 or
50 bunches per case.

Fern (Flat Fern,
Oregon Fern, Brake
Fern, Sword Fern)

Papoose Salal
(Salal Tips, Little John)

Packaged in either a 15
bunch case or 25 bunch
case with approximate
length of 26”–28”

Approximately 16”–18” in length
and packed 25 bunches per case.

Red
Huckleberry

Available 10
or 20 bunches
per case.
Approximately
26”–28” in length.

Huckleberry

Long Huckleberry approximately 26”-28”
in length is packed 10 or 20 bunches per
case. Tips are approximately 16”–18” in
length and are packed 20 bunches per case.

Other western greens available
but not pictured here are: Port
Orford Cedar, Fancy Cedar Tips,
and Scotch Broom.
© Hiawatha Inc.

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.
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Gathered in the rain forests of the Pacific Northwest, Hiawatha green decorator moss is clean,
light and feathery. Its many uses include lining for hanging baskets, top dressing for potted
plants (indoor and outdoor), and use in terrariums. Our moss adds the finishing touch to
your nursery, garden and decorative floral displays.

Green Moss Products
A Bale

E Wreaths

B Box

F 2 Cubic Foot

3.25 cubic foot compressed bale

16” & 20” outside diameter

2.0 cubic feet of loose moss

Biodegradable, resealable bag
of loose moss, 8 per case

C Cube

G 820 Cubic Inch

8”x8”x8” compressed cube,
shrink wrapped with label and UPC

D Branches

Resealable bag of loose moss,
6 per case

30 branches per case, approximately 12”–27”.
Also available bagged with header. 8 branches
per bag. 12 per case, approx. 12”–14” in length

© Hiawatha Inc.

H 410 Cubic Inch

Resealable bag of loose moss,
12 per case

Due to the nature of our products, dimensions are approximate and may vary.

he Hiawatha Corporation has blazed the
trail as a pioneer in the world of evergreens
within the beautiful Pacific Northwest.
Hiawatha was formed in 1973 after Purdy
Evergreens, founded by Richard Pasalich,
merged with Northwest Evergreen owned by
Larry Stevens.
Northwest
Evergreen had
been doing
business
since 1938 in
the Shelton,
Washington
area and Purdy Evergreen was Pasalich’s
brainchild after he worked for Kirk’s Christmas
Trees for several years. Today the company has
continued to flourish, bolstering the economy
of Mason County for nearly eighty years.
In the beginning, the former Northwest
Evergreen, sold only fresh evergreen brush such
as Salal and Huckleberry. After the partnership
merged, operations diversified in the mid-

seventies and Hiawatha began producing and
shipping Decorative Christmas greens and
designer products. Dried products including
moss and cones followed. In 1982 Hiawatha
expanded, employing about 120 workers during
Christmas production season with twenty
five year-around employees. Business has
significantly grown to where today Hiawatha
hires around seven to eight hundred piece
workers to produce and ship enough greenery
to supply all their customers.
Hiawatha’s customer base consists of Wholesale
Florists, Grocery Chains, Mass Market Retailers
and the Craft Industry. The company has grown
from its Shelton location to other business
locations in British Columbia, Washington,
and Oregon. Today, Hiawatha is a competitive
international distributor who proudly
implements practices of sustainability (MPS
Certified), and is one of the largest suppliers of
evergreen products in the world!
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Corporation
P.O. Box 1227
Shelton, Washington 98584
Toll Free: 1.800.421.4791
Tel: 360.426.4562
Fax: 360.427.5326
E-mail: sales@hiawathacorp.com
Web: www.hiawathacorp.com
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